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Committed to quality

We’re so committed to quality 
we’ve introduced a 5 year 
warranty on all our new cars. 
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Legendary Land Cruiser.

60 years’ unrivalled driving experience  
in more than 150 countries worldwide.

No stone has been left unturned in the 
evolution of the Land Cruiser. First-hand 
knowledge has shaped the design and 
technology that define it. Making it the  
most reliable, most durable and most 
comfortable Land Cruiser Toyota  
has created.

Asia 
In Oman, Land Cruisers drag fishing boats 
and their fully laden nets to shore. The fish 
are transferred into the built-in refrigeration 
tanks before being driven 150 km to market. 

Africa 
A large number of Libyan tour companies rely 
on their trusted convoy of Land Cruisers to 
take tourists on adventures across the deserts 
and mountains. Offering reliability and 
versatility in the most testing conditions. 

Americas 
Toyota has always been popular in both 
Central and South America. Land Cruisers are 
still used in the diamond mines in Venezuela 
to deliver supplies to remote areas. 

All images © TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION. All rights reserved.

Antarctica 
Land Cruiser took the Japanese 7th South 
Pole Observation Team on their missions 
from the Showa base camp. It was an 
invaluable tool for investigating the 
local landscape. 

Australia 
The sheer size of the continent and large 
amount of off-roading makes Land Cruiser 
the ideal vehicle for the outback. On any 
expedition, it can be trusted in difficult 
conditions.
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Unstoppable. Uncompromised. 
Unlimited.

The Kinetic Dynamic Suspension 
System (KDSS)* delivers 
impeccable handling and comfort 
on-road, and maximum traction 
when you need it most. Variable 
Flow Control power steering 
adapts the level of assistance 
to suit the conditions, for easy 
control at low speeds and 
rewarding feedback on the open 
road. And with full-time 4WD 
and Vehicle Stability Control as 
standard, you can be sure of a 
secure and stable drive.
* LC4 and LC5 grades.
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Advanced technology takes 
Land Cruiser’s capabilities to 
a higher level. Crawl Control 
automatically optimises vehicle 
settings to suit different off-
road conditions, and it’s easier to 
navigate a safe course thanks to 
the Steering Angle Display and 
enhanced control from the Multi-
terrain Select*.
* LC5 grade.
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Strength of body. Peace of mind. 

Land Cruiser provides the highest levels of safety, 
whether you are travelling on or off-road. The array  
of active safety features includes Multi-terrain ABS  
that gives peak braking performance on all surfaces,  
and Active Traction Control, engineered to keep you  
moving in the toughest conditions. The KDSS and 
Variable Flow Control power steering contribute 
to safe, reassuring handling at all times. In the case 
of emergency braking the LED rear lights flash 
instantly and faster than conventional bulbs to 
alert the driver behind. 
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Safety is built into Land Cruiser 
at every level, with a structure 
that’s designed to channel impact  
forces away from those on board,  
and also to cut the risk of injury 
to pedestrians. Should the worst  
happen, a full suite of airbags,  
3-point seatbelts with force 
limiters, active headrests  
and front seats engineered to 
minimise the risk of whiplash, 
combine to provide all-round 
protection. 
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Tackle the Earth’s most 
challenging journeys in 
supreme comfort. 

Land Cruiser takes the strain as 
you enjoy the spacious interior 
that blends natural materials, 
cutting-edge technology and  
an abundance of storage options.
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Versatility that knows  
no bounds. 

A versatile interior offering class- 
leading Toyota Easy Flat seating 
with electronically controlled 
3rd row seats, which you can 
transform in seconds*.

* LC4 and LC5 grades.
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Intelligent, refined interior. 

From the sophistication of the 
instrument panel to the quality  
of each detail, everything has 
been designed to enhance  
your driving experience.  
Land Cruiser proves practical  
can be beautiful.

1. Multi-information switches. Intuitive fingertip 
controls respond instantly to your needs. Keep 
your eyes glued to the road as you select Cruise 
Control, Multi-terrain Monitor, telephone – and of 
course Beethoven. 

2. Rear seat entertainment*. A supreme quality 9" drop- 
down screen with powerful 5.1-channel DVD surround 
sound. Premier seats for all the thrills and spills – 
whatever the adventures outside.

3. State-of-the-art air conditioning. Land Cruiser’s 
fully automatic air conditioning system allows you 
to independently control three temperature zones. 
Making sure everyone is as cool as they want to be.

Items shown only available on certain grades.

* Headphones can be purchased separately.

3.

2.

1.
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The world’s most spellbinding 
concert venue. 

Rediscover the finest moments 
of Beethoven’s Fifth with the 
outstanding JBL 17-speaker* 
surround sound system. The 
cabin is crafted to acoustic 
perfection with an array of state-
of-the-art speakers to make your 
spirit soar. Immerse yourself in 
Land Cruiser’s wealth of comfort 
features wherever you are in  
the world.

* LC4 and LC5 grades.
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Free to go where you want to go.

Sprint to the next horizon with 
outstanding engine performance. 
Land Cruiser offers strong low-end 
torque and delivers power quickly 
from a low range.

Land Cruiser delivers CO2 emissions 
of 213 g/km* and fuel economy of 
34.9 mpg* – impressive statistics  
for a vehicle in this class.

* Combined cycle (5-door).
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Performance

3.0 litre
Turbo Diesel
D-4D 5 A/T 

3.0 litre
Turbo Diesel
D-4D 6 M/T (3-door only)

Power 

190 DIN hp 

Power 

188 DIN hp 

Fuel consumption*

34.9 mpg 

Fuel consumption*

34.9 mpg 

CO2 emissions*

213 g/km 

CO2 emissions*

214 g/km 

Acceleration 

11.0 secs  
0–62 mph

Acceleration 

10.6 secs  
0–62 mph

A/T = Automatic transmission 
M/T = Manual transmission
* Combined cycle.
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LC3 3-door and 5-door
Robust design and high safety specification define this 
new-generation adventurer.

Main features
— 17" alloy wheels 
— Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) with Active Traction 

Control (A-TRC)
— Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) and Downhill Assist 

Control (DAC)*
— Climate control air conditioning
— 7 SRS airbags (including driver’s knee airbag)
— Central differential lock with TORSEN® limited slip 

differential
— Active headrests
— Cruise control*
— Radio, CD audio system with Bluetooth®, iPod®/USB/

AUX-in – 6 speakers
— Smart Entry & Start System
— Roof rails, black*
— Back door with glass hatch
— Side steps
— Front fog lamps
— Headlamp cleaners
— Electric windows
— Variable Flow Control power steering
— Yosemite Grey fabric trim

Optional features
— 3rd row seats (manual fold)* 

* Except 3-door.
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Main features (additional to LC3 grade)
— 18" alloy wheels
— Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System (KDSS)
— Multi-Vision Satellite Navigation system with 

DVD-CH, Hard Disk Drive (HDD), Bluetooth®, iPod®, 
USB, AUX-in, JBL premium sound system – 
17 speakers

— Sequoia Beige or Yukon Dark Grey leather interior
— Powered and heated driver and passenger seats
— 3rd row seats: power adjustable (leather)
— Triple zone climate control air conditioning
— Back camera monitor
— Parking sensors (front and rear)
— Dusk sensor/rain sensor
— Follow Me Home headlights
— Privacy glass (rear)
— Electric tilt-adjustable and telescopic steering wheel
— Leather steering wheel, gear shift lever and knob
— Chrome radiator grille
— Auto dimming rear-view mirror
— Optitron dials with multi-information display
— Illuminated side step
— Cool box (in centre armrest)
— 220V power outlet (in boot)

LC4
Chase your next horizon with assured KDSS stability and 
luxuries, such as the Multi-Vision Satellite Navigation system. 
The leather interior and versatile design provide reassuring 
inner comfort.
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LC5
Land Cruiser LC5 benefits from leading-edge technology that’s 
both intuitive to use and effective on all road surfaces. Crawl 
Control delivers optimum driver control in the harshest off-road 
scenarios while Multi-terrain Select provides optimum vehicle 
settings for varied terrain, plus extended all-round views from 
the Multi-terrain Monitor.

Main features (additional to LC4 grade)
— Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS)
— Active Height Control (AHC)
— Rear entertainment system with 9" screen – CD/DVD/

HDD input, audio/visual input and headphone jacks
— Multi-terrain Monitor with 4 cameras
— Crawl Control and Multi-terrain Select
— Steering Angle Display
— Sunroof
— Memory position driver’s seat
— Leather/wood steering wheel
— Leather/wood gear shift knob and lever
— Unique radiator grille
— Wood detail inserts
— Rear electric differential lock 
— Adaptive front lighting system with High Intensity 

Discharge (HID) Xenon headlamps

Multi-terrain Monitor (MTM) Multi-terrain Select (MTS)
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Wheels and trims
Wheels and trims to suit your Land Cruiser and your style.

LC4 and LC5 
18" alloy wheels
5-spoke 
265/60R18

LC3 
17" alloy wheels
6-spoke 
245/70R17

LC3
Yosemite Grey fabric

LC4, LC5
Sequoia Beige leather

LC4, LC5 
Yukon Dark 
Grey leather  
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Colours

* Metallic paint. § Pearlescent.

1H2 Deep Titanium*
LC3, LC4 and LC5

070 White Pearl§

LC4 and LC5 only
1F7 Tyrol Silver*
LC3, LC4 and LC5

1G3 Decuma Grey*
LC3, LC4 and LC5

202 Astral Black
LC3, LC4 and LC5
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Accessories Accessories for the Land Cruiser present a cleverly designed 
balance between form and function. Each contour and 
finish blends seamlessly with the Land Cruiser’s muscular 
appearance. Yet Land Cruiser accessories also serve a purpose. 
They protect, enhance and inspire.

The rear under-run guards against stone chips. The rear 
bumper plate shields the paintwork and the side mouldings 
help prevent panel damage. Each element works individually 
and as a co-ordinated whole.

01 Side mouldings
Great side panel protection combined with a chrome insert for that dash of style.

02 Rear bumper protection plate
Guards bumper paintwork when loading or unloading the boot.

Assert your individuality
Your car says a lot about you and your personality. It also reflects the way you live your 
life which is why we’ve designed a complete range of quality accessories that will add 
style, comfort and convenience to your Land Cruiser.

Audio 
Digital Audio Broadcasting DAB (digital radio upgrade)  

Body exterior
Chrome exterior mirror covers 
Chrome fog lamp contours 
Door handle protection films  
Exhaust pipe finisher, stainless steel  
Rear bumper protection plate, stainless steel 
Rear chrome lower trim 
Side bars, stainless steel 
Side protection mouldings, black with chrome insert 
Sunroof deflector 
Wind deflectors (front pair or front and rear set) 
Bonnet deflector  

Convenience
Cool/hot box  
HomeLink (Home security control system)  

Interior trim
Premium grey tailored carpet mats, 3 rows, grey or beige 
Rubber floor mats with high border, set 4, grey or beige 
Scuff plates, front set, illuminated 
Scuff plates, front and rear set, illuminated   

Lights
Driving lamps for improved visibility 
Headlamp protection covers  
Clear rear combination lamps  

Load space 
Boot liner  
Cargo manager – flexible load partition (LC4, LC5) 
Dog guard (full or upper half height) 
Dog guard divider, to section boot and separate pets 
Moving load floor, beige or grey (LC4, LC5)  

Locks 
TRACKER Stolen Vehicle Tracking Systems: Monitor and Horizon   

Roof
Cross bars – to fit with roof rails 
The following accessories can be fitted with the above cross bars:
Barracuda bicycle holder – 4 can be installed 
Luggage and cargo platforms 
Luggage/ski boxes – range of sizes in silver or black metallic finish 
Ski holders, small and large  
Surfboard or windsurf board/mast holder   

Safety
Child restraint seat, Babysafe G0, birth to 13 kg 
(approx. up to 15 months)  
Child restraint seat, ISOFIX Duo Plus G1 Plus, 9 to 18 kg 
(approx. 8 months to 4 years)  
Child restraint seat, Kid G2, 15 to 36 kg (approx. 4 years up)  
Fire extinguisher  
First aid kit  
High visibility reflecting jacket 
Warning triangle   

Storage 
Cargo net, vertical or horizontal 

Towing 
Tow bar, horizontal detachable 
Tow bar, fixed 
Tow bar, flanged – 2 height 
12N (trailer) and 12S (caravan services) 7-pole wiring kits 
for all above tow bars 
Rear bike holder with integrated lighting board – 2 or 3 bikes 
(requires 12N trailer wiring and tow bar to mount)   

Wheels 
Canyon 17" alloy wheels (LC3) 
Pinnacle 18" alloy wheels  

The above accessories fit all models unless otherwise stated. 02

01
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Style is the presentation of individuality. It’s about adding 
those subtle extra details to give your Land Cruiser a personal 
appearance. You can do it with Toyota accessories. Each is 
custom designed to enhance the unique Land Cruiser appeal.

01 Wind deflectors
Aerodynamically designed to reduce wind impact when driving 
with open windows. Available as a front and rear set.

02 Driving lamps
Powerful illumination combined with rugged appeal.

03 Mirror covers
The chrome finish creates a look of pure style.

The Land Cruiser’s strength and stability 
make it ideal for towing a trailer, caravan 
or horsebox. Perhaps a boat or jet-ski?
Whatever your passion, you can do it 
with your choice of Toyota tow bars.

01 Rear bicycle holder
Lightweight high strength steel design for attaching to a 
Toyota tow bar. Features include security locking and an 
integral lights and licence plate holder. Available in two 
and three bike versions.

Style Touring and towing

03

01 01

02
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The range of fixed, flanged and detachable tow bars gives you 
enormous flexibility to use your Land Cruiser to its full powerful 
potential. The stylish tow bar bumper cover completes the look.

Increase flexibility even further with the Toyota roof rack when 
fitted with fully lockable accessory cross bars. The attachments 
include a roof platform, ski and luggage boxes, ski holders and a 
bike holder.

01 Flanged tow bar and bumper cover
For those big towing jobs where you need maximum stability. Towing capacity up to 
3,000 kg.

02 Fixed tow bar and bumper cover
Offering strength and durability for day-to-day towing. Gives a towing capacity up to 
3,000 kg.

03 Detachable tow bar and bumper cover
High strength towing with the added convenience of a removable hook. Towing 
capacity up to 3,000 kg.

04 Luggage/ski box 410 litre standard
A slimline roof box with excellent aerodynamics and narrow enough to carry other 
roof items, such as a bicycle. It features central locking and load securing straps.

05 Luggage box 380 litre luxury
Increase the load space of your vehicle with this compact roof box. It has 3-point 
central locking, side access and load security straps. 

06 Ski holder
Lockable design for skis and snowboards. Available in small, medium and large 
sizes including the large luxury holder with its extendable carrier for easy loading 
and unloading.

07 Luxury bike holder
Features a tough anti-theft system and moulded profiles to grip the bicycle wheels.

03

0705

060401
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The Land Cruiser is ideal for children. But youngsters come in all 
shapes and sizes and so keeping them safe needs a purposeful 
outlook. Be assured, with Toyota child restraint seats you have 
individually designed options for each age group.

02 ISOFIX Duo Plus 
restraint seat
For children between  
9 and 18 kg (approximately 
8 months to 4 years). For 
maximum safety the seat 
locks into the rear ISOFIX 
bars to anchor directly to 
the car body and also has 
a top tether to prevent 
forward tipping. Deep 
padded wings increase 
side impact protection.

03 Kid restraint seat
Height-adjustable for 
children between 15 and 
36 kg (approximately 4 to 
12 years). A booster seat 
and adjustable head-
rest add flexibility for a 
growing child.

01 Babysafe Plus restraint seat
Comfort and protection for babies up to 13 kg (from birth up to around 15 months). 
An integral retractable canopy offers protection against the sun and wind.

Child seats
Toyota accessories add even more capability to the abundance 
of storage in the Land Cruiser’s cabin. With nets*, a boot liner* 
and cargo management options you have choices to reflect 
your own special needs.

To protect your carpets there are carpet mats* for day-to-day 
use and ultra tough rubber mats* for the worst conditions 
you can imagine. And the choice of dog guards offers versatile 
space for your pet while preventing it jumping over the seats.

01 Cargo manager
The system clips into your car’s boot rails and features an adjustable, lockable, 
aluminium bar and security belt to maximise load stability.

02 Moving load floor
Glides along the trunk rails so that heavy loads can be easily moved deep within 
the boot space.

03 Dog guard (full height) and optional divider
A floor-to-ceiling design that lets you fold the rear seats while keeping your dog 
secure. The divider can be purchased separately to divide the boot for a dog and 
luggage or two dogs. 

Practical

03

03

01

01

02

02

* Not illustrated.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
LC3 3-door 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
6 M/T

LC3 5-door, LC4 and LC5 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
5 A/T

Fuel consumption (EU directive 80/1268 EEC as last amended by directive 2004/3/EC (Euro 4) and EU directive 715/2007 as last amended by directive 692/2008 (Euro 5))

Combined driving (mpg) 34.9 34.9

Urban driving (mpg) 29.1 29.1

Extra urban driving (mpg) 39.8 39.8

Recommended fuel grade 48 cetane diesel or higher 48 cetane diesel or higher

Fuel tank capacity (litres) 87 87

Carbon dioxide, CO2 (EU directive 80/1268 as last amended by directive 2004/3/EC and EU directive 715/2007 as last amended by directive 692/2008 (Euro 5))

Combined driving (g/km) 214 213

Urban driving (g/km) 256 255

Extra urban driving (g/km) 189 189

Exhaust emissions (EU directive 70/220/EEC as last amended by directive 2003/76B EC (Euro 4) and EU directive 715/2007 as last amended by directive 692/2008A (Euro 5))

Euro class Euro 5 Euro 5 

Carbon monoxide, CO (g/km) 0.14 0.01

Hydrocarbons, HC (g/km) – –
Nitrogen oxides, NOx (g/km) 0.16 0.14

Hydrocarbons, HC and Nitrogen oxides, NOx (g/km) 0.19 0.16

Particulates, PM (g/km) 0.01 0.01

Noise (drive-by) (EU directive 51R as last amended by directive 02)

dB(A) 71 67.9

TYRES AND WHEELS LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

17" alloy wheels (245/70R17) ● ● – –
18" alloy wheels (265/60R18) – – ● ●

Underbody spare wheel – ● ● ●

Tyre repair kit ● – – –

ENGINES
LC3 3-door 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
6 M/T

LC3 5-door, LC4 and LC5 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
5 A/T

Number of cylinders 4 in line 4 in line

Valve mechanism 16 valve DOHC 16 valve DOHC

Fuel system Direct injection with common rail and intercooler Direct injection with common rail and intercooler

Displacement (cc) 2,982 2,982

Bore x stroke (mm x mm) 96 x 103 96 x 103

Compression ratio 15:1 15:1

Maximum power output (kW/rpm) 188 DIN hp (140/3400) 190 DIN hp (140/3400)

Maximum torque (Nm/rpm) 420/1600–3000 420/1600–3000

BRAKES
LC3 3-door 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
6 M/T

LC3 5-door, LC4 and LC5 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
5 A/T

Front Ventilated disc Ventilated disc

Rear Ventilated disc Ventilated disc

SUSPENSION
LC3 3-door 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
6 M/T

LC3 5-door, LC4 and LC5 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
5 A/T

Front Double wishbone Double wishbone

Rear 4-link with lateral rod 4-link with lateral rod

PERFORMANCE
LC3 3-door 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
6 M/T

LC3 5-door, LC4 and LC5 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
5 A/T

Max speed (mph) 109 109

0–62 mph (secs) 10.6 11.0

Drag coefficient 0.35 0.35

Specifications

The fuel consumption and CO2 values are measured in a controlled environment, in accordance with the requirements of directive 80/1268/EEC incl. its amendments, on a basic production vehicle. For further information or if you are 
interested in buying a basic production vehicle, please contact Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA.  
The fuel consumption and CO2 values of your vehicle may vary from those measured. Driving behaviour as well as other factors (such as road conditions, traffic, vehicle conditions, installed equipment, load, number of passengers, etc.) play a 
role in determining a car’s fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. 

● = Standard – = Not available A/T = Automatic transmission M/T = Manual transmission
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DIMENSIONS Length Width Height*

Exterior dimensions

Overall (mm) LC4/LC5, 5-door (LC3, 3-door) 4760 (4315) 1885 (1885) 1890*/1880§ (1875)

Front tread (mm) LC4/LC5 (LC3) 1585 (1605)

Rear tread (mm) LC4/LC5 (LC3) 1585 (1605)

Front overhang (mm) LC4/LC5 (LC3) 895 (895)

Rear overhang (mm) LC4/LC5 (LC3) 1075 (965)

Wheelbase (mm) LC4/LC5 (LC3) 2790 (2450)

Turning radius – tyre (m) LC4/LC5 (LC3) 5.8 (5.2)

Interior dimensions

Overall (mm) 2520 (7-seat)      1825 (5-seat) 
1775 (3-door)

1565      1550 (3-door) 1240 (1175 LC5)      1240 (3-door)

Luggage compartment

Overall to roof, all seats in place (mm) LC4/LC5, 5-door (LC3, 3-door) 205 (515) – 890 (1080)

3rd row stowed (mm) 880 – 1040

2nd row folded down and 3rd row stowed (mm) 1995 – 1040

2nd row folded down (mm) LC4/LC5, 5-door (LC3, 3-door) 1150 (1150) – 1080 (1080)

VDA luggage capacity, up to roof, rear seat up (litres) LC4/LC5, 5-door (LC3, 3-door) 621 (381)

VDA luggage capacity, up to roof, rear seat down (litres) LC4/LC5, 5-door (LC3, 3-door) 1151 (827)

WEIGHTS
LC3 3-door 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
6 M/T

LC3 5-door, LC4 and LC5 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
5 A/T

Kerb weight (kg) 4x4 1985–2150 2125–2400

Gross vehicle weight (kg) 2600 2990

Payload (kg) 450 575 (7-seat)      635 (5-seat)

Towing capacity with brakes (kg)/without brakes (kg) 3000/750 3000/750

Tow bar vertical weight (kg) 120 120 

Dimensions and weights 

A/T = Automatic transmission. M/T = Manual transmission.
* LC3/LC4 with coil suspension. § LC5 with Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS). ◊ LC3 grade 1605 mm.
Widths shown do not include door mirrors.

1585 mm◊

1605 mm

1585 mm◊

1885 mm

1885 mm

1885 mm

18
90
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m
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700 mm

LAN4029a_09LAN4027a_09

32°
22°

25° 42°

LAN4031a_09LAN4033a_09

42°

Off-road capabilities

EXTERIOR LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Grille: black ● ● – –
Grille: chrome – – ● ●

Door handles: black ● ● – –
Door handles: colour-keyed – – ● ●

Door mirrors: black, electric ● ● – – 

Door mirrors: colour-keyed, electric, heated, retractable – – ● ●

Back door with opening glass hatch ● ● ● ●

Rear wiper – built into rear spoiler ● ● ● ●

High Intensity Discharge (HID) headlamps with Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS) – – – ●

Headlamp cleaners ● ● ● ●

Privacy glass (rear) – – ● ●

Side steps (black) ● ● – –
Side step with illumination and puddle light – – ● ●

Roof rails, black ● ● ●

Full size spare wheel – ● ● ●

Tyre repair kit ● – – –
 

Equipment

OFF-ROAD TECHNOLOGY
LC3 3-door 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
6 M/T

LC3 5-door, LC4 and LC5 
3.0 litre Turbo D-4D 
1KD-FTV 
5 A/T 

Min. running ground clearance (mm) 205 215

Approach angle (°) 32 32

Departure angle (°) 26 25 – air suspension (LC5) 
26 – coil suspension (LC3/LC4) 

Ramp break over angle (°) 25 22

Wading depth (mm) 700 700

Limit angle of vehicle turnover (°) 42 42

Climbing angle (°) 42 42

Approach, ramp break over 
and departure angles

Climbing angle 42° Limit angle of vehicle  
turnover 42°

Wading capability

● = Standard  = Optional – = Not available
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4 X 4 TECHNOLOGY LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Crawl Control and Multi-terrain Select – – – ●

Peripheral monitor and Multi-terrain Monitor (MTM) – – – ●

Body on frame ● ● ● ●

Full time 4WD ● ● ● ●

Variable Flow Control (VFC) power steering ● ● ● ●

Centre differential lock with TORSEN® Limited Slip Differential (LSD) ● ● ● ●

Rear electric differential lock – – – ●

A-TRC/VSC and Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)/Downhill Assist Control (DAC) – ● ● ●*
Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System (KDSS) – – ● ● 

Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS) – – – ●

COMFORT/INTERIOR LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Electric tilt-adjustable and telescopic steering wheel – – ● ●

Leather steering wheel, gear shift lever and knob – – ● – 

Leather and wood steering wheel, gear shift lever and knob – – – ●

Steering wheel with audio controls ● ● ● ●

Cruise Control – ● ● ●

Climate control air conditioning ● ● – –
Climate control air conditioning: triple zone – – ● ●

Headlamp warning and key reminder buzzer ● ● ● ●

Front armrest on rear console ● ● ● ●

Inside door handles: material colour ● ● – –
Inside door handles: chrome – – ● ●

COMFORT/INTERIOR LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Centre cluster: wood inserts – – – ●

Door trim: fabric ● ● – –
Door trim: leather – – ● –
Door trim: leather and wood – – – ●

Power windows with jam protection ● (front only) ● ● ●

Assist grips: 4 front, 4 rear ● ● ● ●

Sunroof – – – ●

Door scuff plate ● ● ● ●

Sun visor with extension – – ● ●

220V power outlet (in boot) – – ● ●

Rear entertainment system with 9" screen – – – ●

Dusk sensor – – ● ●

Rain sensor – – ● ●

Auto dimming rear-view mirror – – ● ●

INFORMATION AND AUDIO LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Follow Me Home headlights – – ● ● 

Multi-information display (clock, compass, outside temperature, average fuel consumption, instant 
fuel consumption, drivable distance, average vehicle speed, barometer, altimeter, elapsed time) – – ● ●

Multi-Vision Satellite Navigation with CH-DVD, JBL, HDD, Bluetooth®,  
AUX-in/USB – 17 speakers – – ● ●

Radio, CD audio system with Bluetooth®, AUX-in – 6 speakers ● ● – –

Equipment

● = Standard – = Not available
* LC5 has full Crawl Control in place of Downhill Assist Control (DAC).
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Equipment

● = Standard  = Optional – = Not available D = Driver P = Passenger
* Front and rear only. § 3rd row airbags included with 7-seat option.

SEATS LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Seat trim: fabric ● ● – –
Seat trim: leather – – ● ● 

3rd row seats –  ● ●

Power heated seats (driver and passenger) – – ● ● 

SEAT MODULARITY LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Toyota Easy Flat seating system ● ● ● ●

Recline ● ● ● ●

2nd row seats fold, slide (7-seater only) and tumble, 40:20:40 split ● ● ● ●

3rd row seats fold flat underfloor and 50:50 split (7-seater) –  ● (electric) ● (electric)

2nd row seats tumble 60:40 split ● – – –
2nd row seats fold, slide (7-seater only) and tumble, 40:20:40 split ● – – –

STORAGE COMPARTMENTS LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Cool box (in centre armrest) – – ● ● 

Luggage utility rail – – ● ● 

Lockable glove box with damping and light ● ● ● ●

SAFETY LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Active 

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake force Distribution (EBD) and  
Brake Assist (BA) ● ● ● ● 

ABS, EBD, BA, Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) and Active Traction Control (A-TRC) ● ● ● ● 

Front (4) and rear (4) parking sensors – – ● ●

SAFETY LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Passive 

Crash-resistant body structure ● ● ● ● 

Energy absorbing bumpers ● ● ● ● 

Side impact bars ● ● ● ● 

SRS dual-stage front airbags: D and P ● ● ● ● 

SRS curtain shield airbags: front, rear and third row ●* ●§ ● ● 

SRS side airbags ● ● ● ● 

Front seat belts: 3-point ELR, force-limiter and pre-tensioners ● ● ● ● 

Second row seat belt: 3-point ALR/ELR ● ● ● ● 

Third row seat belt: 3-point ELR – ● ●

Adjustable seat belt anchorage ● ● ● ● 

Whiplash Injury Lessening seats (WIL): D and P ● ● ● ● 

Child protection lock ● ● ● ● 

ISOFIX child restraint system (2nd row, 2 outer seats) ● ● ● ● 

Collapsible pedal support strut ● ● ● ● 

Collapsible steering column ● ● ● ● 

Electronic fuel cut-out system ● ● ● ●

SECURITY LC3 3-door LC3 5-door LC4 LC5

Immobiliser and alarm ● ● ● ●

Door lock switch (interior) ● ● ● ●

Double door lock ● ● ● ●

Intrusion and glass break alarm sensors ● ● ● ●

Thatcham Category 1 security system ● ● ● ●
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Downhill Assist Control (DAC) and Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) 
Additional control when driving on difficult slopes. DAC maintains a stable speed 
of around 3 mph as you descend. HAC applies the brakes if it detects you rolling 
back when starting off on an incline. Benefits: No roll-back on hill starts. Reassuring 
stability when driving. Buzzer alert.

Adaptable Variable Suspension (AVS) 
Continuously adapts shock absorber damping in response to the road conditions. 
AVS automatically selects the most appropriate ride mode: Comfort, Normal 
or Sport. Benefits: Outstanding ride comfort, handling and stability.

Smart Entry & Start System 
Unlock and start Land Cruiser without taking the key 
out of your pocket or handbag. Your vehicle senses the 
key and automatically unlocks when the door handle is 
pulled. It even activates the interior lamp to guide you in 
the dark. Just get in and press lightly on the Start/Stop 
button to go. Benefits: Convenient and hands-free.

Steering Angle Display
In uneven off-road conditions it is often difficult to 
determine your exact steering direction. Land Cruiser’s 
Multi-information display shows the steering angle and 
tyre path guidelines to give you confidence in these 
situations. When Multi-terrain Select is in use, the 
steering angle guidelines let you know your predicted 
path. Benefits: Predict your steering direction for an 
assured drive. 

Multi-terrain Select
Tackle any scenario with a choice of four terrain modes – 
mud and sand, loose rock, mogul and rock. The vehicle’s 
throttle, braking and traction control systems are 
automatically modified to suit the off-road conditions, 
providing maximum traction and control.

Multi-terrain Monitor (MTM) system
Reaching the crest of a steep hill, approaching a sudden 
drop or approaching a blind T-junction MTM allows you to 
see the road around, helping you stay on your intended 
course and avoid potential danger. The navigation screen 
displays a choice of six live images from four cameras, giving 
you an instant understanding of your surroundings. 
Benefits: Drive with a full view of exactly where you are 
going. Combines with Steering Angle Technology to guide 
your course and Multi-terrain Select for enhanced control.

Active Traction Control (A-TRC)
A-TRC is an intelligent form of traction control that 
helps keep Land Cruiser moving in the most adverse 
conditions on and off-road. A-TRC can actually apply 
brake force to one wheel that may be slipping while 
distributing power evenly between the three that  
are not.

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
VSC automatically activates each individual brake as needed and controls the 
engine output to help maintain stability and prevent skidding when turning 
sharply or driving on slippery road surfaces. Benefits: Stability and safety.

Crawl Control 
Confidently tackle challenging off-road conditions 
without touching the accelerator or brake pedals – all 
you do is steer. Crawl Control automatically controls the 
engine and brakes to maintain a consistent crawling pace. 
Just press the ‘CRAWL’ button, select one of five speeds 
– and go. Speed can be changed on the move. Benefits: 
Improves traction and stability. Minimises wheel spin and 
damage to underside of body. Crawl Control also assists in 
freeing the vehicle when stuck. No tricky pedal operations.

Brake Assist (BA) and Multi-terrain Anti-lock 
Braking System (ABS)
Automatically supports emergency braking if the brakes are 
applied quickly, but without sufficient pressure. It does this 
by measuring how fast the brake pedal is depressed and 
then, if appropriate, increasing braking force. When you ease 
the pressure BA similarly reduces the amount of assistance. 
With Multi-terrain Select, the ABS controls the wheel lock 
on loose surfaces. Automatically adjusts to the terrain you 
are driving on to provide optimal braking performance.

Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS)  
with High Intensity Discharge (HID) headlamps
AFS adjusts the direction of the headlamps when 
approaching a bend in the road, pre-empting the 
vehicle’s path by three seconds. HID headlamps use 
less energy and are more than twice as bright as 
conventional halogen bulbs.

Variable Flow Control (VFC) power steering 
Advanced technology that controls the flow of steering 
fluid in response to your travelling speed and steering 
movements. The flow increases at slow speeds to make 
the steering wheel easier to turn, then decreases at high 
speeds for a more solid and defined drive.

Glossary
Discover more about Land Cruiser technology
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Toyota takes great pride in constantly improving 
environmental performance.

Each design detail on our vehicles is 
analysed to ensure the lowest possible 
environmental impact throughout its life 
cycle. This meticulous approach has led 
to an array of innovative features on our 
cars that contribute to environmental 
efficiency. 

At Toyota, every effort is made to ensure 
environmental efficiency throughout 
the manufacturing process. 

Making your car

Toyota is always looking to employ the 
most efficient and environmentally 
friendly logistical and delivery methods.

Getting vehicles and 
parts to you We have developed a sustainable Toyota 

Centre programme to reduce energy, 
water and waste emissions generated 
across our network. This covers 
everything from rainwater recycling, 
introducing additional roof insulation 
and using renewable energy at new 
Toyota Centres, as well as carrying out 
energy audits to identify efficiency 
improvements at existing Centres.

Selling and servicing your car 

Toyota always designs and manufactures 
its vehicles with an eye on the three Rs: 
reduce, reuse and recycle. For example, 
100% of materials are coded and four 
heavy metals have been eliminated 
completely in accordance with 2000/53/
EC. In addition, our environmental policy 
means that we offer Toyota drivers new 
and innovative ways of returning their 
old car. For more information visit: 
www.toyota.co.uk or contact your local 
Toyota Centre.

The end of the road 
for your vehicle? Drive your car in the right way and you 

could reduce your fuel bill and your CO2 
emissions by around 20 –30%.

01. Remove any extra weight and 
 roof load. 
02. Plan your route and avoid detours. 
03. Avoid using your car for 
 short journeys. 
04. Check your tyre pressure regularly. 
05. Service your car according to the 
 owner’s manual. 
06. Shift up gear earlier. 
07. Only use air conditioning 
 when necessary. 
08. Follow and anticipate traffic flow. 
09. Keep your windows closed. 
10. Switch off your engine if you have to 
 wait longer than 60 seconds.

Drive thoughtfully

Less CO2 used to build 
a Land Cruiser 150 

since 2002
95% of your

Land Cruiser 150 
is recoverable less fuel and CO2

20–30%

As a worldwide corporation we aim to 
be wherever our customers need us, and 
therefore we have a strong presence  
in Europe. This shortens delivery 
distances and results in substantial  
time savings that are good for you  
and the environment.

National sales centres  
Logistics centres – vehicles  
Logistics centres – accessories/spares  
Production sites  
Supporting companies  
Training centres

Designing your car
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Toyota Approved Used Car Scheme 
All Toyota Approved Used Vehicles come complete with  
a pre-delivery inspection, a mileage check, 12 months’ 
warranty, AA breakdown cover, Club Toyota membership◊ 
and a 30-day vehicle exchange plan.

Recycling Toyota End-Of-Life Vehicles 
We offer a free vehicle take back scheme through our 
appointed service provider, Autogreen. This is a new and 
innovative way for Toyota drivers to return their vehicle 
at the end of its life for dismantling and recycling. For 
more information about End-Of-Life Vehicles please 
refer to www.toyota.co.uk/environment

*  With the exception of batteries, corrosion of exhaust and damage or wear 
to the interior. Please refer to our Terms and Conditions for full details. 

§ Check with your Toyota Centre for specific warranty details.
◊ Except on non-Toyota vehicles.

Owning the Land Cruiser

5-Year Toyota Warranty 
Every new Toyota comes with a five-year/100,000-mile 
manufacturer’s warranty (covering your car against 
the unlikely event of a manufacturing defect causing a 
mechanical fault). For full details, please ask your official 
Toyota Centre or visit www.toyota.co.uk/5yearwarranty

Corrosion cover The warranty offers 12 years’ coverage, 
regardless of mileage, against perforation of the body-
work (from inside to outside) that develops due to 
corrosion caused by faults in materials or workmanship. 

Rust and paint defects The warranty also covers surface 
rust and paint defects appearing on any of the painted 
body panels as a result of a fault in materials for a period 
of three years, regardless of mileage.

Extended Warranty
After the initial warranty period has ended, you can extend  
your warranty until the vehicle is seven years old – 
choosing from a range of packages to suit your vehicle 
and your needs. All of our warranties cover the main 
component parts of the vehicle*, meaning that you pay 
for nothing beyond routine servicing and maintenance,
so there are no unexpected bills to pay.

Toyota genuine parts 
The Land Cruiser is designed to minimise the cost of 
accident repair. Energy-absorbing elements are built 
into the bumpers, expensive-to-replace parts are located 
away from damage zones, and commonly damaged body 
parts are bolted rather than welded. As a result, the 
extent of damage is limited and damaged parts are easy 
to remove, replace or repair. Ultimately, this means very 
low parts and labour charges.

Added security 
The Land Cruiser’s security system withstands the 
insurance industry’s rigorous 5-minute attack test and  
provides excellent protection. Both the alarm system 
and engine immobiliser are approved by Europe’s major 
insurance companies.

Toyota accessories 
Toyota accessories are designed and manufactured with 
the same care, quality and attention to detail as Toyota 
vehicles. Tailor-made for your Toyota, they fit perfectly 
and add a personal touch of style, comfort or practicality. 
And because they’ve been tested under the most severe 
conditions, you can have complete confidence in their 
reliability and durability. To add to the reassurance, every 
genuine Toyota accessory has up to a 5-year warranty 
when purchased together with the vehicle§.

Toyota Motor Insurance
Toyota Motor Insurance is available for Toyota owners at 
competitive premiums. To obtain details of the benefits 
included and to arrange a quotation, please contact your  
local Toyota Centre or call 0800 350 500. 

Toyota Fleet
Toyota Fleet provides complete business solutions 
for companies that run a fleet of vehicles. For more 
information on how Toyota Fleet can deliver your fleet 
requirements either contact your local Toyota Centre or 
the Toyota Fleet Business Centre on 0845 271 2712.

Our range of finance plans has been designed with 
simplicity in mind to make funding your car as easy as 
driving it. All our plans offer easy budgeting and peace  
of mind and AccessToyota brings these and other 
benefits together in one flexible package.

AccessToyota is a finance plan that puts you in control. 
You don’t have to worry about finding a large deposit  
as you agree the amount of deposit that you want to  
pay and choose your repayment term from two to  
three years. 

What makes AccessToyota different is that Toyota 
Financial Services (TFS) give your vehicle the security of a 
guaranteed future value (GFV) which is your optional final 
payment, deferred to the end of the agreement. Affordable 
monthly payments are yours to enjoy as your repayments 
are based on the vehicle selling price less your deposit and 
the GFV/optional final payment, plus the cost of borrowing. 

In addition, you can have reassurance against the risk  
of a fall in used car prices, knowing the minimum amount  
your Toyota will be worth at the end of your agreement is  
guaranteed at TFS.

Then when your agreement comes to an end you have  
three flexible choices:

— Part exchange your vehicle for a brand new Toyota

—  Pay your final payment (the GFV) and 
take full ownership of the car*

— Simply hand the car back with nothing more to pay§

Ask your Toyota Centre to show you how 
AccessToyota could be the best choice for you.

Flexible Finance from Toyota Financial Services

Flexible Finance for all Toyota customers
Whatever your needs, to complement AccessToyota, 
TFS has a full range of finance options to offer. From 
traditional Hire Purchase to Contract Hire and Leasing. 
Whether you’re a private motorist with a fixed monthly 
budget in mind or a business customer looking for VAT-
efficient funding options, just discuss your individual 
requirements with your Toyota Centre. They will be 
pleased to show you how convenient and competitive 
Toyota Financial Services can be.

Toyota Financial Services, Great Burgh, Burgh Heath, 
Epsom, Surrey, KT18 5UZ. 

Intelligent design 
Land Cruiser is designed and engineered to minimise 
the maintenance overhead. There are fewer parts that 
require servicing and those that do are inherently durable 
to extend service intervals. Equally important is that 
Land Cruiser technology is made easily accessible so 
that maintenance labour time can be minimised. These 
features combine with the highly competitive pricing of 
Toyota parts to ensure the lowest cost of maintaining 
your Land Cruiser in an ideal working condition.

Toyota quality service 
Your Toyota Centre will talk you through the Land Cruiser 
‘health and safety’ maintenance programme. The 
programme is very straightforward and designed for 
your convenience. In effect, your Land Cruiser needs  
a full health and safety check, dependent on driving style 
and conditions, up to once every two years or 20,000 
miles (whichever comes sooner). An intermediate health 
and safety check is necessary every year or 10,000 miles 
(whichever comes sooner).

Club Toyota
When you buy a Toyota you automatically become a 
member of Club Toyota, for 12 months free of charge. 
This entitles you to take advantage of a host of benefits 
including free AA Roadside Assistance in the UK and 
Europe, specially negotiated rates for travel insurance,  
a 5% discount off Toyota Motor Insurance, plus exclusive 
offers and promotions through our quarterly customer 
magazine. For further information please call 0844 701 
6200 or visit toyota.co.uk/club

Toyota Accident Assistance 
At Toyota, we believe that our customers deserve the best 
possible care. Therefore if you are involved in an accident, 
one call to Toyota Accident Assistance will get you back 
on the road again, whilst we take care of liaising with 
your insurer and arranging for your car to be repaired. 
By making us your first call, we will ensure your vehicle 
is repaired by Toyota to factory standards, meaning no 
compromise to your warranty or residual value. 

* On payment of the option-to-purchase fee.  
§  Subject to mileage and fair wear and tear conditions being met. TFS is 

authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

Finance subject to status to over 18s only. Indemnities may be required. 
Terms and conditions apply.

Toyota Financial Services is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Services Authority. Toyota Financial Services, Great Burgh, Burgh Heath, 
Epsom, Surrey, KT18 5UZ.

When choosing your new car you will make sure you choose the 
right model, the right specification and the right colour to suit 
you. Choosing how you finance your car is just as important.

On the day you purchase your Land Cruiser, your Toyota Centre 
will present you with the ‘Land Cruiser Passport’. It’s a guide to 
getting the best out of your Land Cruiser and its comprehensive 

range of features. Of course, your Toyota Centre will explain the 
Land Cruiser to you in detail – and always be available should 
you require any assistance.
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Whilst every effort is made to reproduce accurate information, we reserve the right to change specifications, equipment and availability without prior notice. This brochure cannot be regarded  
as infallible (some of the vehicles shown may not be to exact UK specification), and as such does not constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle or specification. Fuel consumption 
values quoted throughout this brochure are determined according to EC Directive 1999/100/EC. The results do not express or imply any guarantee of actual fuel consumption. For the latest 
specification and availability we ask that you contact your local Toyota Centre.

GBNGV-0312B-LC March 2012

To experience the Land Cruiser or for more information, 
please contact your local Toyota Centre or visit our website 
toyota.co.uk/landcruiser
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Using the navigation bar
A navigation bar is provided at the bottom of each page of this e-brochure to make browsing it easy. Please follow the simple 
instructions to navigate through this e-brochure.

Help

Takes the document back to the beginning.

This will take the document to the previous page.

This will take the document to the next page.

This will allow the Acrobat toolbar to be visible if 
pressed once and it will also make it disappear if 
already visible.

This will zoom in on the document so smaller text 
etc will be easier to read. To  zoom in further, click 
the icon again. If the menu bar is not visible then 
use your mouse by clicking the left hand button and 
moving it.

This will zoom out of the document. To zoom out 
further, click the icon again. If the menu bar is not 
visible then use your mouse by clicking the left hand 
button and moving it.

This will print out the full brochure to your printer. 
Please note that if you have a colour printer this 
document will print in full colour.

This will save the whole document to your 
computer.

To close this document press esc and then close the document normally. 
Whilst every effort is made to reproduce accurate information, we reserve the right to change specifications, equipment and 
availability without prior notice. This e-brochure can not be regarded as infallible, (some of the vehicles shown may not be to 
exact UK specification), and as such does not constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle of specification. For the latest 
specification and availability we ask that you contact your local Toyota Centre.
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